UGC-DAE Consortium for Scientific Research
University Campus, Khandwa Road, Indore 452 001 (MP)
(www.csr.ernet.in)

(Advertisement No. 4/2009)

The UGC-DAE Consortium for Scientific Research (UGC-DAE CSR) is an autonomous institution established by the UGC, New Delhi with headquarters at Indore and centres at Indore, Mumbai and Kolkata. This Consortium also has a Node at Anupuram (near IGCAR, Kalpakkam). The UGC-DAE CSR coordinates research from scientists/teachers from all Indian Universities on major facilities like Dhruva reactor, Variable Energy Cyclotron, INDUS-I, etc. established by the Department of Atomic Energy. In addition, the centres are also having many advanced research facilities including in the areas of condensed matter physics. Please check our website www.csr.ernet.in

Applications are invited for the following posts:

1. SCIENTIST-D

   : Two posts
   : Initial posting at UGC-DAE CSR Node at Kalpakkam.

   (i) Pay band and grade pay : Rs 15,600–39,100 with GP Rs 6600 (subject to approval)
   (ii) Maximum age limit : 35 years as on 1 July 2009
   (iii) Minimum qualification and experience :
         M.Sc. (Physics) with 5 years research experience in experimental condensed matter physics or material science, or Ph.D. in these areas, with publications in peer-reviewed journals.
         Candidates possessing experience in the utilization of advanced experimental facilities, and with an aptitude for collaborative work, will be preferred.
         Persons, who are abroad, may note that requests for in-absentia consideration cannot be honoured.

How to apply
Applications giving complete bio-data typed, strictly in the following sequence of information, on plain paper in duplicate along with copies of Degrees and Experience Certificates, Salary certificate showing last drawn pay and allowances, Two photos attested by self (one of which is to be pasted on the application) must reach Administrative Officer-II, UGC-DAE Consortium for Scientific Research, University Campus, Khandwa Road, Indore 452 001 on or before 22 June 2009.

For other details, please see our website (www.csr.ernet.in).

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER-II